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Genetic Quality Control of Inbred and
F1 Hybrid Rodent Strains
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Figure 1. Inbred Rodent Breeding Colony Structure
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II. Genetic Monitoring

B. The Charles River Program

A. Overview

Our mouse and rat panels for genetic monitoring

As genetic contamination is often inapparent, genetic

each consist of 32 SNP loci on the autosomal and X

monitoring of qualitative genetic markers is required to

chromosomes. The SNPs in these limited panels were

verify the authenticity of inbred and F1 hybrid strains.

chosen to differentiate strains rather than substrains and,

In association with advances in molecular genetics,

hence, to detect genetic contamination rather than drift.

the phenotypic biochemical and immunologic protein

Genetic monitoring of nucleus colony animals in each

markers, once the mainstay of genetic monitoring, have

inbred mouse and rat strain, as well hybrid F1 offspring

been supplanted by gene sequence polymorphisms,

or parental breeders, is performed once quarterly. The

including variations in the number of tandem repeats in

results of genetic testing are compared to established

mini- and microsatellite DNA, and most recently, single

reference strain profiles to confirm genetic authenticity.

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) found in large numbers
across the genome.
Irrespective of type, qualitative markers for genetic
monitoring are chosen to be distributed across the
species genome and to distinguish among common
research models. The allelic profiles generated by genetic
monitoring are compared to established strain profiles.
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